Different colors of visible light penetrate to varying depths in tissue due to the wavelength dependence of tissue optical absorption and elastic scattering. We exploit this to map the contour of the closest surface of a buried fluorescent object. This uses a novel algorithm based on the diffusion theory description of light propagation in tissue at each excitation wavelength to derive metrics that define the depth of the top surface of the object. The algorithm was validated using a tissue-simulating phantom. It was then demonstrated in vivo by subsurface brain tumor topography in a rodent model, using the fluorescence signal from protoporphyrin IX that is preferentially synthesized within malignant cells following systemic application of aminolevulinic acid. Comparisons to histomorphometry in the brain post mortem show the spatial accuracy of the technique. This method has potential for fluorescence image-guided tumor surgery, as well as other biomedical and nonbiological applications in subsurface sensing. C 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
Introduction
The clinical management of malignant glioma continues to be a challenge. Even with the best available treatment options (surgical resection, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy), the prognosis is grim. For glioblastoma multiforme, the most virulent form of this disease, the median survival is only ∼1 year, with little chance for long-term survival. 1 Surgical resection of the tumor mass is the first line of defense. Recent work has demonstrated a survival advantage for patients with more complete tumor resection, with >98% tumor mass removal giving a relative survival advantage of 4.2 months compared to patients with a resection <98%. 2 Although not large in absolute terms, this does represent clinically significant improvement. However, such complete resection is usually not achieved by standard operative approaches because of the difficulty of directly visualizing the residual tumor tissue. Aggressive resection at the tumor margin must be balanced by the increased risk of causing neurological deficit, underlining the need for better residual tumor detection and localization.
Intraoperative fluorescence imaging is a potential solution to enhance localization of residual tumor in the resection cavity that is occult under white light. This could be done using tissue autofluorescence (steady state or time resolved) 3 or by use of an exogenous contrast agent. The latter, using protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) fluorescence that is endogenously synthesized by systemic administration of 5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA), a precursor in heme biosynthesis, is the most clinically advanced.
The addition of intraoperative imaging of ALA-PpIX fluorescence has been shown recently by Stummer et al. in multicenter clinical trials to provide survival advantage over standard whitelight resection alone when incorporated into an intraoperative microscope. 4 Even with the more aggressive surgery afforded by ALA-PpIX guidance, the frequency of adverse events involving neurological deficits related to the surgery (described by Stummer et al.) was found to be the same whether or not the resection was aided by fluorescence guidance, indicating that the additional tumor revealed by fluorescence can be safely removed, at least using the decision criteria applied in these trials. 5 Despite these promising clinical results, significant challenges remain in assessing the fluorescence quantitatively and objectively, and in detecting and assessing tumor fluorescence that is lying below the resection surface. The latter is the focus of the present work.
Various methods have been proposed to solve the general depth-resolved fluorescence problem in optically turbid media, such as tissue. Point detection methods have been developed, such as work by Swartling et al. using the depthdependent distortion of the fluorescence emission spectrum by tissue absorption 6 or the work of Hyde et al. using spatially resolved diffuse fluorescence to determine depth. 7 Because there are obvious limitations to point-detection methods in a surgical field, wide-field methods have also been pursued. A method forwarded by Comsa et al. has the diffuse fluorescence imaged using broad-beam illumination, with the modeling assumption that the fluorescence source is pointlike. 8 Laminar optical tomography has also been developed for full 3-D reconstruction, where a laser is raster scanned over the tissue surface and the fluorescence pattern imaged at each position. 9, 10 Some depth information may be retrieved by illuminating the tissue surface with a variety of spatially modulated light-intensity patterns, effectively a frequency-domain alternative to the point rasterscanning approach. 11 A major challenge in optical tomography is that it is generally an ill-posed problem. 12 Concerning fluorescence tomography, there are many innovative approaches to constrain the inverse image reconstruction in both small animal and clinical imaging. These constraints are largely based on multiple projections of the fluorescence, 13 with additional constraints provided by multiple excitation wavelengths and/or multispectral emission imaging wavelengths. 14, 15 These techniques may require additional information independent of the optical imaging, such as anatomical reference information from x-ray computed tomography to aid in the optical modeling. 14 16 However, they are not generally suitable for the restricted access that is typically available during, for example, neurosurgery.
Here, we introduce an alternative to point-detection and tomographic approaches. We aim to recover topographic information of subsurface fluorescent objects based on imaging the tissue surface with broad-beam excitation at several wavelengths. A diffusion theory model is used to extract the depth of the upper surface of buried fluorescing tissue. The model is based on the wavelength dependence of the optical depth penetration due to the wavelength dependence of the tissue optical absorption and elastic scattering. In the example presented here, a priori values for the normal brain optical properties and the PpIX excitation spectrum are used as inputs.
It is important to note how this work differs from other approaches using multiple excitation wavelengths, for example, in autofluorescence-based diagnostics as in the work of Breslin et al. 17 In those studies, the objective is to extract more information from the different fluorescence-excitation spectral characteristics of the endogenous fluorophores. By comparison, the use of multiple excitation wavelengths here is to spectrally encode the depth of a known exogenous fluorophore. We note also that we are working in the red-near-infrared (NIR) spectral range, where tissue autofluorescence is weak. As well, it is important to distinguish that this technique is not intended to produce a full 3-D fluorescence tomographic image in, say, mouse models as in the work of Chaudhuri et al. 14, 15 and Ntziachristos et al.; 16 rather, this is a depth-detection and topographic mapping problem with the target application being surgical guidance in patients.
Theory
The imaging geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . The fluorescence surface reemission, F x,m (x denotes excitation, m denotes emission), is a function of the normalized excitation fluence rate φ x (i.e., normalized to the incident irradiance) at fluorophore depth z, and the emission escape function (dimensionless) leaving the tissue surface, R m . F x,m is given by
where η m is a constant that incorporates the optical efficiency of the collection chain (camera + optics) and the emission filter
Fluorophore source
Fluence rate at depth transmissivity, E x is the excitation irradiance, μ af,x is the fluorophore absorption coefficient at the excitation wavelength, Q x is the fluorescence quantum yield at the excitation wavelength, and S f comprises a fluorescence source factor, which is a function of the shape of the fluorescing object. The independent variable r denotes spatial position in the xy (tissue surface) plane.
Using the signal at one of the excitation wavelengths as a reference, many of the terms in Eq. (1) cancel out (i.e., η m , S f , and R m ), leaving a depth-dependent metric, which is essentially a ratio between the excitation fluence rates at different wavelengths. In this work, the fluorescence from the 405, 546, and 495 nm excitations (in order of decreasing effective attenuation coefficient, μ eff = 3μ a (μ a + μ s ) , of the tissue) were used as the signal and the fluorescence from the 625-nm excitation (corresponding to the lowest μ eff value) was used as the reference. This generates three fluorescence ratio metrics,
The normalization coefficients α 1, α 2 , and α 3 may be obtained by imaging the target fluorophore in free space (z = 0) at each excitation wavelength, such that α 1 = (F 625nm,700nm /F 405nm,700nm )| z = 0 , etc. Note that the excitation irradiance and quantum yield terms are already lumped into the normalization coefficients and do not need to be determined explicitly.
Analytic expressions for φ x (z) based on diffusion theory were used as the light-transport model. 7, 18 A general solution to the diffusion theory differential equation is
where μ eff,x = 3μ a,x μ t,x is the effective attenuation coefficient and μ t,x = μ a,x + μ s,x is the total attenuation coefficient, with everything in terms of the excitation wavelength. At the surface boundary, the current in the z direction, J z , leaving the tissue is
The energy balance at the tissue surface is expressed as 
where the coefficient K quantifies the air-tissue refractive index mismatch,
and
with R Fresnel the unpolarized Fresnel reflection coefficient. A representative average value is n tissue = 1.4, resulting in R φ = 0.529 and R j = 0.389. 18 The terms A and B result from solving the diffusion theory equation given these boundary conditions,
These diffusion theory-derived equations may be used to calculate the fluence rate at depth, although there are also other methods, such as Monte Carlo simulation, that could also be used for this purpose.
In principle, only two wavelengths are required for a depth calculation. The purpose of using multiple wavelengths is that better xy spatial resolution is expected near the surface for excitation wavelengths with high tissue attenuation; however, this is at the cost of poorer depth penetration. The multiple wavelengths were intended to span a large range of both spatial resolution and depth penetration. The algorithm applied to retrieve the depth estimate of the fluorophore (tumor) surface was as follows: The threshold, T, was arbitrarily selected as 0.05 as the cutoff point. The absorption and reduced scattering coefficient spectra of rat cortical brain tissue, μ a and μ s respectively, were measured ex vivo using a diffuse reflectance fiberoptic probe, the details of which have been reported previously. 19, 20 Figure 2 displays these tissue spectra, together with the absorption and fluorescence emission spectrum of PpIX (at 405-nm excitation), as well as the excitation and emission bands used for imaging.
Materials and Methods

Imaging System
The experimental setup consists of an epifluorescence microscope (MZ FLIII: Leica, Richmond Hill, ON, Canada) custom retrofitted with a 12-channel filter wheel (AB304T: Spectral Products, Putnam, Connecticut) that filters a mercury arc lamp white-light source (X-Cite 120: Exfo, Quebec, Canada) for the fluorescence excitation. Excitation bandpass filters (Chroma, Rockingham, Vermont) were mounted in the filter wheel, 
Phantom Experiment
The validity of the above model was tested in a tissue-simulating phantom. A 1.15-mm-i.d. (0.20-mm wall-thickness) glass capillary tube was filled with PpIX (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, Ontario, Canada) in dimethyl sulfoxide at a concentration of 35 μM. A liquid phantom was formulated with Intralipid (Fresenius Kabi, Germany) to model tissue scattering, fresh rodent blood to simulate tissue absorption, and distilled water. The optical properties of this phantom, listed in Table 1 , were measured using a diffuse reflectance probe 19 and adjusted to match, approximately, the rat brain tissue data. The capillary tube was placed in a large container (4× the diameter of the excitation beam spot), and liquid phantom material was added to vary the depth overlying the capillary tube in 0.25-mm increments. An in-house swept-source optical coherence tomography (OCT) system 21 was used to obtain a reference depth of the capillary tube at the start of the experiment. The OCT system operated with axial and transverse resolutions of 7 and 18 μm, respectively, and a field of view set to 3 mm in the depth (axial) direction and 5 mm in the transverse direction. Multispectral excitation images were taken at each depth increment (measurements below ∼1 mm were difficult to obtain due to surface tension effects around the thin capillary tube).
In Vivo Experiment Using a Rat Brain Tumor Model
In order to test the technique and algorithm in vivo, female Lewis rats (Charles River, QC, Canada) were used, under institutional ethics approval (University Health Network, Toronto, Canada). For tumor induction, the animal was placed under 4% isoflurane anesthesia (oxygen flow at 2 l/min), induced in a chamber and sustained by an injection of ketamine/xylazine [80/13 mg/kg, intraperitoneal (i.p.)]. The eyes were lubricated with tear gel, and the animal was placed on a warming blanket. The scalp was shaved and disinfected with betadene and isoproponol prior to performing a 1.5-cm incision along the midline. The skull was carefully exposed, and a 1-mm burr hole was made in the left hemisphere, 3 mm posterior to the bregma and 2 mm to the left of the sagittal suture, exposing the dura but leaving it intact. Subsurface intracranial brain tumors were induced by injection of 1.5×10 5 CNS-1-GFP cells (transfected with the green fluorescent protein gene) in 5 μL of RPMI 1640 media (Sigma-Aldrich) through the burr hole, at a depth of 2 mm below the dura using a 26G Hamilton syringe. Tumors were allowed to grow for 7-10 days to 3 mm diam.
For fluorescence topographic imaging, on the day of surgery, ALA (Sigma-Aldrich) was injected i.p. at 100 mg/kg, with imaging scheduled 3.5-4 h later. The animal was brought under general anesthesia with 4% isoflurane (oxygen flow at Downloaded From: https://journals.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics on 03 Jan 2020 Terms of Use: https://journals.spiedigitallibrary.org/terms-of-use 2 l/min) and sustained by an injection of ketamine/xylazine (80/13 mg/kg, i.p.), and the eyes lubricated with tear gel. The scalp was reflected and a 1-cm craniotomy was performed, exposing both hemispheres, including the original tumor-cell injection site. The dura was cut with microscissors, exposing the cortical surface. Multispectral excitation images were taken, with each image integrated over typically 10 s. Subsequently, after sacrifice by anesthetic overdose, the brain was removed intact, fixed in formalin, and coronal hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained histology sections were taken. GFP cells were usedwith the aim to confirm the depth of the tumor upon histological sectioning, but this was not done here for technical reasons. GFP interference into the emission band was negligible: the PpIX signal at 700 nm was ∼50× higher than that of GFP in in vitro tests.
Results
Phantom Experiment
The fluorescence intensity measured at the phantom surface is plotted in Fig. 3(a) as a function of capillary tube depth (as measured from the top of the capillary tube). The metrics M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 are plotted in Fig. 3 depth, together with the diffusion-theory model predictions. The depth of the capillary tube estimated using the above algorithm, with the phantom optical properties at each wavelength used as input, is shown in Fig. 3(c) . There was excellent agreement (R 2 = 0.918 for linear regression) up to a depth of 3 mm. The model fails at depths >3 mm, in part due to loss of fluorescence signal, but also due to the flattening of the M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 curves with increasing depth. In Fig. 3(a) , the poor depth estimate recovered from M 3 < 0.05 is shown (rather than discarded) in order to demonstrate how the depth estimate behaves at a very low signal. The performance may be significantly enhanced by use of stronger light sources, such as high-power LEDs, and /or a more sensitive camera, such as an electron-multiplying CCD. Both options are currently being pursued. Note that the effective penetration depth, 1/μ eff , ranged from 0.12 to 4.47 mm for this phantom in the excitation range of 405-625 nm. It is also worth noting that fluorescence was detectable at the 625-nm wavelength down to at least ∼6 mm depth as shown in Fig. 3(a) , even though the depth could only be resolved down to 3 mm.
(b) versus capillary tube
In Vivo Experiment Using a Rat Brain
Tumor Model It is useful to approximate tumor depth in the histology images so as to compare them to the depth-resolved fluorescence maps. In Fig. 4 , the tumor is fully buried in the left hemisphere according to the depth-resolved fluorescence topography, ranging in depth from 0.65 to 1.8 mm, with a central tumor mass closest to the surface at 0.65 mm. The H&E-stained section indicates depths of 0.95-2 mm in the left hemisphere, with the central tumor mass closest to the surface at 0.95 mm. In Fig. 5 , the depth-resolved topography indicates a large surface tumor located in the central region of the exposed left hemisphere and subsurface tumor ranging from 0 to 0.6 mm deep surrounding this central tumor mass. The H&E stain also indicates a tumor mass in the central region of the left hemisphere, with small, dispersed tumor inclusions through the left hemisphere ranging in depth from 0 to 1 mm. These discrepancies between the fluorescence depth estimations and tumor depth in H&E-stained slides may be partly explained by the significant difficulties in quantitative spatial analysis of histology slides, i.e., thin tissue 5 μm thick may stretch or tear, and formalin-fixed tissue is spatially distorted; however, the depth approximations from H&E stains provide a reasonable validation of the depth-resolved fluorescence technique in vivo.
Discussion and Conclusion
These first studies illustrate the feasibility of this technique in phantoms and in a small-rodent brain tumor model, and show that one could expect to detect localized fluorescence up to ∼3 mm below normal brain surface using PpIX. This in itself may be very useful in guiding the final resection steps in glioma (or other intracranial tumor) patients to ascertain the presence and location of any noncontiguous tumor nests lying below the surface of the surgical resection bed. For this and other applications, it would also clearly be of value to map the tumor topography to greater depths. The restricted depth of subsurface imaging is a fundamental limitation of any fluorescencebased technique. One solution is to use fluorophores (including nanoparticle-based agents) with high quantum yield and/or excitation and emission in the red-to-NIR wavelength range (such as indocyanine green, although this dye has poor quantum yield). Such experiments are in progress. Note that this technique works well with PpIX because it has a large Stokes shift and a wide absorption (fluorescence excitation) band over which the tissue absorption varies significantly. For fluorophores with a small Stokes shift the available part of the fluorescence emission band is reduced due to the absorption-emission overlap, limiting the signal-to-noise ratioof the images. In the case of a narrow excitation spectrum, the effect will be to reduce the depth dynamic range over which imaging can be done.
With the geometry used in this work, diffusion theory typically has difficulty modeling the fluence rate near the surface and at low albedo. However, this is generally not a major limitation in this work. For example, using average brain tissue optical properties and at 0.5 mm beneath the surface, diffusion theory is within ∼20% agreement with Monte Carlo simulations for M 1 (i.e., lowest albedo, poorest fit), 15% for M 2 (second lowest albedo), and 10% for M 3 . The good accuracy under such extreme conditions (i.e., very low albedo and shallow depth) can be partly explained by the fact that diffusion theory overestimates the fluence rate, especially at shallow depths. By taking ratios for the M values, there is a degree of cancellation, resulting in a reduction of the error in calculating M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 .
Inaccuracies in the tissue optical properties will cause errors in the depth estimation. Variation in the tissue optical absorption is caused mainly by variations in blood perfusion (total hemoglobin concentration) and oxygen saturation. Hence, variations in μ a at a given wavelength are in part coupled to that at other wavelengths in the visual-NIR region. For example, a ±25% variation in the nominal hemoglobin concentration ([Hb]) of 2 mg/mL induces about a ±10% uncertainty in the depth estimate at 2 mm. Depending then on the depth precision needed for effective surgical guidance, it may be necessary to measure the tissue optical properties to account for the dynamic changes during resection. This could be done using a supplementary device, such as our recently reported diffuse reflectance probe, 19 or a spatially modulated imaging method that provides a diffuse optical tomographic reconstruction near the tissue surface. 22 It is of interest to ask how buried fluorescing objects with complex shapes may be resolved. If there are multiple sources of fluorescence (e.g., several separate nests of tumor at different depths) and lateral separations, then the topographic appearance will depend on whether or not the objects are fully separate or overlap laterally. Thus, for example, if there are two laterally overlapping objects at different depths, then the reconstructed surface will show the top surface layer of the nearest object contiguous with the top surface of the nonoverlapping part of the deeper object. Two nonlaterally overlapping objects, such as the separate tumors in the right and left hemispheres in Fig. 5(f) , would appear as two distinct objects at different depths; however, there is a clearly complex interplay between the lateral and depth resolutions that needs further detailed investigation. Further studies using Monte Carlo models are planned to address this issue.
The concept of topographic imaging of subsurface fluorescent structures could be useful for a range of different applications beyond that demonstrated here, including, for example, determining subsurface blood vessels during surgery (using a vascular fluorophore), sentinel lymph node and lymph flow mapping with indocyanine green, 23, 24 determining the depth of dermatological or other vascular lesions to help target laser therapies, nondestructive testing of nonbiological materials, and possibly for encryption and biosecurity.
